
From: Mike Mayo
To: Comments
Subject: Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association lease negotiations
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 11:23:30 AM
Attachments: RELATIONSHIP AMCG – TTAD – TTSA.pptx

Comments to TTAD board from Mike Mayo, resident of Truckee at Cambridge Estates.   10417
Plymouth Lane.
Regarding lease negotiations between TTAD and TTSA (Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association;  aka
Soar Truckee).

TTAD management, apparently under direction from a majority of the TTAD Board of Directors, has
been negotiating in bad faith regarding TTSA's lease.   That lease is foundational to safe, and
community-serving, glider operations.

Referring to the following document .....
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration
[Docket No. 28472]
Policy and Procedures Concerning the Use of Airport Revenue
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) DoT
ACTION : Policy statement
<https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/southwest/airport_compliance/obligation_final99.pdf>

page 16,  section 6
"The FAA has generally interpreted the self-sustaining assurance to require airport sponsors to charge
FMV commercial rates for nonaeronautical uses of airport property. However, in the case of
aeronautical uses, user charges are also subject to the standard of reasonableness. In applying the two
standards together for aeronautical property, the FAA has considered it acceptable for an airport
operator to charge fees to aeronautical users that are less than FMV, but more than nominal charges.
The FAA defines ‘‘aeronautical use’’ as any activity which involves, makes possible, or is required
for the operation of aircraft, or which contributes to or is required for the safety of such operations.
Policy Statement Regarding Airport Fees, Statement of Applicability, 61 FR at 32017.
Many entities lease airport property for aeronautical and nonaeronautical uses at nominal lease rates.
The FAA has determined that nominal leases to many of these entities is consistent with the
requirement to maintain a self-sustaining airport rate structure."
..... TTAD is in violation of this Federal OBLIGATION 

page 26,   section VII  —Policies Regarding Requirement for a Self-Sustaining Airport Rate Structure
B, 5. 
"Under 49 U.S.C. §47107(a)(1) and the implementing grant assurance, charges to aeronautical users
must be reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory. Because of the limiting effect of the
reasonableness requirement, the FAA does not consider the self-sustaining requirement to require
airport sponsors to charge fair market rates to aeronautical users. Rather, for charges to aeronautical
users, the FAA considers the self-sustaining assurance to be satisfied by airport charges that reflect the
cost to the sponsor of providing aeronautical services and facilities to users. A fee for aeronautical
users set pursuant to a residual costing methodology satisfies the requirement for a self-sustaining
airport rate structure."
------- TTAD is under FEDERAL OBLIGATION to charge an aeronautical user (as is TTSA) an
amount that reflects TTAD's cost of providing services (services to TTSA in this case).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------
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RELATIONSHIP     AMCG – TTAD – TTSA

AMCG

AMCG does not, itself, discover information about TTAD’s customers

KTRK ON AIRPORT OPERATORS

TTSA

TTAD

AMCG provides a service to TTAD based on information provided by TTAD.   AMCG has no contact with real life on the ground at the airport.

AMCG has scant means to gain knowledge of TTSA’s operating characteristics.

Real life on the ground











Referring to AMCG's "Rent Study Update"
Airport Rent Study Update  ----  Truckee Tahoe Airport District, Truckee Tahoe Airport (01/21/2022)

On Page 5
"
Direct Negotiation - 
..... However, as stated in the Airport Sponsor Assurances, each tenant (commercial or non-
commercial) “shall be subject to the same rates, fees, rentals, and other charges as are uniformly
applicable” to other tenants for “the same or similar uses of such airport and utilizing the same or
similar facilities.”   For this reason, a direct negotiation methodology was not deemed most
appropriate to determine a rental rate structure that is equitable for all similarly situated tenants of
aeronautical-use improvements.
"
HOWEVER ----- TTSA is not "similarly situated" to any other airport tenant (excepting Skydive).  
No part of TTSA's leased property corresponds to “the same or similar uses of such airport and
utilizing the same or similar facilities” as compared to any south side tenant.
The land leased to TTSA is not "same or similar" to that leased to any south side tenant.  Neither can
anything similar be found elsewhere.
Therefore "direct negotiation" is, after all, the correct method to use.

It is an easy matter to find several other AMCG rent studies, performed for other airports, and by
reading them to get an assessment of their method of analysis and presentation of conclusions.   It
becomes quite clear that the service they provide is to give an opinion that would support the highest
possible rent for a given property.   Their system relies on selection of reference properties that bias
towards the high side.   Their choice from any suggested range of discounts is biased toward smaller
discount.   Their choice of eliminating outlier reference properties is to eliminate the lowest valued.   
Their choice of averaging method is arithmetic rather than geometric;  which biases toward the
highest price.   But do give them credit for clearly stating that the result they give is an "opinion".  
Therefore TTAD should be using AMCG's rent recommendation as a highest possible reference
number.   Rather than as a realistic rental rate.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------

See attached slide (RELATIONSHIP AMCG – TTAD – TTSA.pptx) that illustrates my understanding
of the manner in which AMCG is related to the lease negotiations.   AMCG has been paid by TTAD
to provide advisory data in support of KTRK lease negotiations.   It is the responsibility of TTAD
staff to conduct negotiations in conformance with Federal requirements.   It is the responsibility of
TTAD staff to understand those Federal requirements.

I commend to the TTAD board, and staff, this book, available to download for free, created by "a
group of industry practitioners, led by Aviation Management Consulting Group" (we have heard of
them, I think) .....
<https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/25719/estimating-market-value-and-establishing-market-
rent-at-small-airports>

On page 14 of the book .....
"While Chapter 6 of the book addresses the negotiation of development and lease agreements, this
process should be rooted in an objective analysis to estimate market value or establish market rent as a
beginning point of discussion."

Note that "establish market rent" is to be "a beginning point of discussion".  Not the last best offer.

On page 19 of the book .....
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"Rents for Aeronautical Use—Chapter 18 of this order clearly states that charges for aeronautical uses
of the airport must be reasonable. Charges for aeronautical use of landside or non-movement area
airfield facilities (e.g., hangars and aviation offices) may be based on market value or market rent but
are not required to be higher than a level that reflects the cost of services and facilities. In other words,
charges for aeronautical use should be somewhere between cost and market rent.
Unlike private businesses, airports are not profit driven and as such, the justification of market value
should be in setting a reasonable rate, not necessarily in setting the highest rate possible."

i.e. TTAD is under no obligation to let the property at the market rent suggested by AMCG.   TTAD
is supposed to (by directive from the FAA) set rent somewhere between TTAD's cost of the services
they provide to TTSA and the rent suggested by AMCG.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------

On page page 25 of the aforementioned book .....
"3.3 Strategic Airport Business Plans
....
Airport management and staff, ..... should strive to align the approach to leasing land and
improvements ...... with the strategic direction outlined by the airport sponsor."

An astute observer might surmise that TTAD management, under direction of a majority of the Board
of Directors, is negotiating in exactly the manner that one would negotiate if intending to eject the
tenant without actually evicting them. i.e. make the tenancy untenable so the tenant goes away.    That
astute observer might also surmise that TTAD management is starting with the most fragile tenants
while pursuing a strategy that eventually evicts all tenants and then closes the airport because it is no
longer serving any member of the local public.   That astute observer might also note that this would
be in violation of Federal, and State, mandates.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------

 ((For humorous diversion and calming nerves .... <https://www.existentialcomics.com/>))

https://www.existentialcomics.com/


From: Larry Suter
To: Comments; Larry Suter; President TTSA
Subject: Comments from Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association" Chief Flight Instructor
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 11:46:09 AM
Attachments: TTSA Youth Soaring Stem Overview for TTAD Board.pdf

My name is Larry Suter, I am a CFIG and the Chief Instructor for the Youth STEM Soaring
Academy at Truckee-Tahoe Soaring Association (TTSA) also known as Soar Truckee.

We have been training Youth Aviators for many years at TTSA/Soar Truckee. As you know,
many have gone on to have careers in aviation as Air Force, Naval and Coast Guard pilots and
Commercial airline pilots (ATPs).

I have been told that many of the TTAD Board members do not realize that we conduct a
formal Youth training program at TTSA, so I am attaching a document we have been using in
our fund raising and grant application effort that describes the Youth STEM Academy
programs we are planning to hold this summer.

Thank you for your consideration.

I would be happy to answer any questions you have about our Youth Aviation programs and
look forward to giving a formal presentation to the TTAD Board at a future TTAD Board
meeting,

Sincerely,
Larry Suter
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2023 YOUTH STEM SOARING ACADEMY 


OVERVIEW


Truckee Tahoe  Soaring Associa on (TTSA) , founded in 2016 and a  501c3 non-profit, is a world-renowned soaring 
opera on at the Truckee Tahoe Airport in Truckee California. A primary  objec ve of our  Youth Academy programs is 
to s mulate  junior high and high school  youth interest in the STEM disciplines. Besides helping some local youth 
become the next genera on of pilots, our programs are also providing all par cipa ng local youth with the self 
confidence and self discipline needed to be successful in STEM fields such as medicine, engineering, science and 
mathema cs.  


Avia on is an effec ve method for s mula ng  youth interest in the STEM disciplines in ways that cannot be achieved 
in the classroom alone. Learning about flying gliders involves prac cal, real-world applica ons of math, science, 
technology, and engineering. In addi on to the self confidence and self discipline men oned above, it  also helps 
develop building  life long leadership, cri cal thinking, teamwork and communica on skills.


As we move beyond the challenges of the COVID pandemic, TTSA is working to get back to normal and significantly 
expand our Youth STEM Academy in 2023 and beyond. As in the past, there is no cost to the par cipants in our Youth 
programs. Financial support comes through Grants, dona ons and revenue from opera ons such as the Scenic 
Adventure Flights for the public. 
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The pandemic and the wildfires severely limited TTSA’s opera ons and youth programming in both 2020 and 2021. 
Our youth programs were canceled in 2021 and we were only able to offer the Line Crew-Flight School. Our 2022 
youth program was  impacted by resource scheduling challenges stemming from the 2021 fires and resource 
scheduling.  Our ability to deliver these youth programs in 2023 will depend on the funding we receive through 
charitable grants and dona ons, as well as other fundraising ac vi es over the 2022-2023 meframe. 


The youth specific programs that TTSA would like to offer in our 2023 May – September season as part of our Youth 
STEM Academy: 


● Youth Line Crew Intern + Flight School Program 
● Youth Soaring Days  
● Youth Soaring Camp 


YOUTH LINE CREW INTERN + FLIGHT SCHOOL PROGRAM


OVERVIEW


Our Youth Line Crew Intern + Flight School is an exci ng, season-long youth program where qualified students, ages 
13 to 18, receive formal flight training in gliders, training in  ground opera ons, safety procedures and flight 
opera ons, all under the supervision of FAA cer fied glider flight instructors ( CFIGs) and very experienced glider 
pilots. The students are part of the “eyes and ears” team working to ensure safe opera ons around the gliderport. In 
addi on to the avia on and STEM skills gained, students also develop important cri cal thinking, leadership, 
teamwork and communica on skills. 


Always under the mentoring and supervision of a (CFIG), the students ground opera ons work includes the following 
ac vi es.  


● Helping public scenic adventure ride passengers in and out of gliders
● Assembling gliders and preparing them for flight
● Posi oning gliders on the flight line
● Retrieving and a aching tow lines between the gliders and the towplane
● Signaling the tow plane pilot to launch the gliders when the glider pilot signals he/or she is ready
● Retrieving the gliders wherever  they land on the airport and assist the pilot in returning to their glider trailer or 


e-down
● Radio communica ons with the control tower
● Performing other field tasks for which they have received training from TTSA personnel and their CFIG.


REQUIREMENTS & RESTRICTIONS


● This program is for mature, responsible TTAD area youth aged 13-18 who have an interest in avia on, are eager 
to learn, and are adventurous. 
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● There is no maximum me commitment. For scheduling purposes, par cipants in the program are expected  to 
perform line crew du es at least two days per week, as agreed to in pre-arranged shi s. 


● Our season typically starts mid-May and runs through the end of September. We are mindful of school closings 
and re-opening and family summer vaca ons and work within these me constraints.


● Youth will submit TTSA-supplied applica on and parental permission forms to determine why the student wants 
to join the program, along with their expecta ons. TSA's board (Youth Programming commi ee) will select 
program students for this based on the applicant's interest, mo va on, maturity, work ethic and academic 
standings. Online or in person interviews and student selec on will be performed by the TTSA Youth 
Commi ee /CFIG      


MEASURING SUCCESS


● A wri en evalua on by the TTSA Youth Program supervisor at the end of the program, ra ng leadership, 
teamwork, communica on, and other avia on skills.  


● A program comple on cer ficate  
● An end of season mee ng with the parent the student performance and “next steps” recommenda ons 


● We will also conduct video interviews, also capture wri en tes monials with select students and parents. We will 
promote this our website and social media channels, subject to parental approvals 


o YOUTH TESTIMONIAL


 I’ve been involved in TTSA youth programs for seven years. Ever since I was young I knew I wanted to fly, but this was 
not something my family could afford. Through the free youth line crew program I was able to pursue my passion at a 
young age. Not only did I obtain all my glider cer ficates, I developed  a strong work ethic, and skill in leadership, 
teamwork and communica ons. I now have the opportunity for nearly full me employment as a 20 year old in the 
field of avia on. Something that would have never been possible without TTSA. The program changed my life for the 
be er. 


Preston Parrish – Truckee Resident , CFIG 


YOUTH SOARING DAYS 


OVERVIEW


Planned and new for 2023, this is a one-day event for local youth ages 10-18 to  introduce and inspire youth in 
avia on and STEM disciplines, and learn about flying hands on. Our inten on is to run this event monthly over the 
May – September meframe, for a total of 5 events. Each soaring day is planned to run 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM , can 
accommodate up to 9 students and will include the following ac vi es.   This new program for 2023 is  similar in 
concept to the very successful EAA Young Eagles – Free Flight program – however includes an important pre-flight 
class. 


● Pre-event reading sugges ons (online) 
● A 2-hour introductory ground school on how airplanes/gliders fly led by a TTSA CFIG
● A presenta on by one of our program students 
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● A 20-minute glider ride, supported by volunteer FAA cer ficated pilots  using TTSA owned or leased gliders and 
tow planes


● A ground tour led by a TTSA instructor  of select airplanes and gliders based at the airport 
● A tour of the airport
● A free lunch 
● Post event/flight cer ficate  
● Soaring Society of America (SSA) Cadet Membership 


We will leverage social media and other channels to promote this program, also visits with the area high schools. 
Parents are welcome to stay for the day to observe training and observe the ac vi es.


REQUIREMENTS & RESTRICTIONS


● TTAD residents between the ages of 10 and 18 


● Parents are required to submit an applica on and permission form at least 3 weeks in advance of the event; slots 
are awarded on a first come/first serve basis; we will maintain a waitlist.  


● Due to restric ons on the amount of weight our gliders can carry safely based on FAA regula ons, we can only 
accommodate students  that weigh less than 243 lbs.


● Younger students must be big enough to be safely secured in the glider. 


GOALS


● Our goal is to offer this program free of charge to TTAD area youth -  5 events and a total of 45 youths,  to be 
funded through grants and other charitable contribu ons. 


O MEASURING SUCCESS


● We will send an online customer sa sfac on type survey to parents reques ng to complete together with the 
par cipant  at the end of the event. 


● We will also conduct video interviews with select students and parents and post on our website and social media 
channels, subject to appropriate parental approvals.


YOUTH SOARING CAMP


OVERVIEW


Planned and new for 2023, The TTSA Youth Soaring Camp is a six-day, Monday through Saturday program for TTAD 
area youth ages 13 through 18 designed to accelerate their path towards obtaining their glider pilot license  The camp 
includes ten glider flight lessons with a TTSA cer fied flight instructor, ground school and evening educa onal 
ac vi es, a visit to the TTAD aircra  control tower and other avia on facili es. We will also offer  accommoda on in 
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our mul -person tents and bunkhouse, and all meals.  This is a new program for 2023 modeled a er the successful 
youth camps of other US soaring organiza ons.


REQUIREMENTS & RESTRICTIONS


● TTAD area  youth ages 13 to 18
● Have maturity, interest in avia on, willingness to learn, sense of adventure
● Due to restric ons on the amount of weight our aircra  can safely carry (based on FAA regula ons), we can only 


accommodate campers that weigh less than 243 lbs.
● Comple on of a mul  part applica on: An online form, a student  ques onnaire (that must be filled out by the 


student,  not a parent) and a recommenda on form, which should be completed by a teacher or mentor. 


GOALS


● We target running one camp in 2023.


WE would like to run one camp for  10 student , and have each student complete 10  instruc onal flights


MEASURING SUCCESS


● A Logbook with documented flight improvement skills
● Camp par cipants will complete a survey at the end of the camp.


● We will also conduct video interviews, also capture wri en tes monials with select students and parents. We will 
promote this our website and social media channels, subject to parental approvals 
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From: Karol Hines
To: Comments
Subject: Public Comment for March 22 closed session at 3 pm
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 11:58:36 AM

TTAD Board of Directors,

As you prepare to once again discuss the 2023 lease terms for Truckee Tahoe Soaring
Association (TTSA), I urge you to consider the following:

1) TTSA is a small non-profit organization that conducts a  Youth STEM Soaring Academy
program at the Truckee-Tahoe Airport. 
2) TTSA provides scenic adventure rides to the public, tow and oxygen supply services for
glider clubs and private glider pilots (who own their own gliders), and glider flight instruction
to adults as a means to raise funds to support our Youth STEM programs and supplement the
financial support for these programs that we receive through Grants and donations.
3) We respectfully ask that TTAD continue to negotiate a lease with TTSA, as we have been
doing, in good faith and in line with the requirements described by the FAA in Airport
Sponsor Assurances.
4) We request that you consider, in these negotiations, the egregious inaccuracies in the
January 2022 Rent Study prepared by AMCG that we have continued to bring to the attention
of TTAD in determining the lease rates for the area from which we operate.

Thank you for your consideration.

Kind Regards,

Karol

Karol Hines, President
Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association (TTSA)
530-587-6702  *  P.O. Box 2657, Truckee CA 96160
775-762-8312 (c)

"For once you have tasted flight you will walk the earth with your eyes turned skywards, for
there you have been and there you will long to return." - Leonardo da Vinci
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From: Treasurer TTSA
To: Comments
Subject: Mar 22 TTAD Meeting -- Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 11:58:59 AM

TTAD Board,

I respectfully request that Truckee Tahoe Airport District urge airport management to engage
in good-faith negotiations with Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association regarding our lease
renewal. By refusing to acknowledge the gross factual inaccuracies in the sole document used
to justify a nearly 200% rent increase, I personally am forced to conclude that management is
discriminating against our organization.

-- 
Evan Simmons
Treasurer, Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association
Office Phone 530.587.6702
PO Box 2657 Truckee CA 96160
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From: Leslie Hsu Oh
To: Comments
Cc: karolsoars@gmail.com; "President TTSA"
Subject: URGENT: confirm receipt of written comments for Board of Directors
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 2:18:38 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
image005.png

Importance: High

Didn’t receive confirmation, so I’m resending. Please tell me that this comment was received. I live in
Donner Lake and my internet is not always reliable. I’m also picking up my kids from school around
3pm, so if I can’t make the virtual live public comment tomorrow; however, I give permission for
anyone to read this letter on my behalf.
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Leslie Hsu Oh lhsu@post.harvard.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 11:38 AM
To: Comments@truckeetahoeairport.com
Subject: Written Public Comment for March 22 mtg
 
Dear Board of Directors,
 
I am the parent of Ethan (14) and Kyra (17) Oh, who have both benefited from the mentorship and
instruction of the Truckee-Tahoe Soaring Association staff in the past three years. Both are
distinguished scholars and high achievers academically and in community service. Kyra won the
Harvard Book Prize last year. She’s currently working on her Gold Award for Girl Scouts (which
introduced fly fishing to the Pyramid Lake indigenous youth) and Ethan is a Boy Scout. The two of
them compete nationally in snowboard cross. Kyra is ranked #1 in her age group in our region. They
also founded the first fly fishing club at North Tahoe High School this year. This is the caliber of
interns that TTSA attracts. They both started informally summer of 2020 in TTSA’s STEM Youth
Aviation Education and Line Crew Intern Program purchasing the pilot books and studying on their
own. They were accepted as interns in the summer of 2021 and 2022. I have witnessed their growth
in responsibility, maturity, leadership. Their math skills have improved with calculating glide slopes,
and other aeronautic problems. They’ve invested a significant amount of time and energy towards
advancing in aviation knowledge and training flights as well as hand-eye coordination and the ability
to make air maneuvers in a calm and confident manner. 2023 summer, they are hoping that all of
the flight instruction, ground instruction on rigging, de-rigging, handling, and movement of
sailplanes, launching and retrieving of gliders will culminate in a pilot’s license with a glider rating
from the FAA. It would be detrimental to our family, this community, and the future of aviation to
put TTSA out of business and kill the Youth STEM Aviation program. Not only would this mean, my
kids would NOT earn a pilot’s license because there are no equivalent programs in driving distance,
but also that means other kids in our area will not have this opportunity. Many of the instructors and
tow pilots live over 100 miles away and therefore a waiver should be considered for onsite housing
and parking overnight.
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I’m also a freelance writer, photographer and editor. My work appears in National
Geographic, Alpinist, Backpacker, Conde Nast Traveler, Outside, Parents, Saveur, Smithsonian, Travel
+ Leisure, Vogue, Washington Post, and elsewhere. Attached is a draft of a story I’m working on for
Outside Magazine, about the shortage of pilots and how programs like TTSA are critical to solving
this crisis. I hope you will consider allowing them to be based here in Truckee airport. It’s one of the
main reasons why we are staying in this area.
 
With gratitude,
Leslie
Leslie Hsu Oh
Writer | Photographer | Editor
www.lesliehsuoh.com
lhsu@post.harvard.edu
Seven-time gold medalist and 5-time silver medalist in four consecutive annual NATJA awards
Read 2022 winner of two golds: adapted excerpt from forthcoming memoir and photos originally published in Feb
2021 Travel + Leisure
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Read 2022 winner of two golds: adapted excerpt from forthcoming memoir and photos originally published in Feb
2021 Travel + Leisure
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From: Leslie Hsu Oh <lhsuoh@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 2:19 PM
To: Comments@truckeetahoeairport.com
Cc: karolsoars@gmail.com; 'President TTSA' <president@soartruckee.org>
Subject: URGENT: confirm receipt of written comments for Board of Directors
Importance: High
 
Didn’t receive confirmation, so I’m resending. Please tell me that this comment was received. I live in
Donner Lake and my internet is not always reliable. I’m also picking up my kids from school around
3pm, so if I can’t make the virtual live public comment tomorrow; however, I give permission for
anyone to read this letter on my behalf.
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Leslie Hsu Oh lhsu@post.harvard.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 11:38 AM
To: Comments@truckeetahoeairport.com
Subject: Written Public Comment for March 22 mtg
 
Dear Board of Directors,
 
I am the parent of Ethan (14) and Kyra (17) Oh, who have both benefited from the mentorship and
instruction of the Truckee-Tahoe Soaring Association staff in the past three years. Both are
distinguished scholars and high achievers academically and in community service. Kyra won the
Harvard Book Prize last year. She’s currently working on her Gold Award for Girl Scouts (which
introduced fly fishing to the Pyramid Lake indigenous youth) and Ethan is a Boy Scout. The two of
them compete nationally in snowboard cross. Kyra is ranked #1 in her age group in our region. They
also founded the first fly fishing club at North Tahoe High School this year. This is the caliber of
interns that TTSA attracts. They both started informally summer of 2020 in TTSA’s STEM Youth
Aviation Education and Line Crew Intern Program purchasing the pilot books and studying on their
own. They were accepted as interns in the summer of 2021 and 2022. I have witnessed their growth
in responsibility, maturity, leadership. Their math skills have improved with calculating glide slopes,
and other aeronautic problems. They’ve invested a significant amount of time and energy towards
advancing in aviation knowledge and training flights as well as hand-eye coordination and the ability
to make air maneuvers in a calm and confident manner. 2023 summer, they are hoping that all of
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Leslie Hsu Oh
November 14, 2022
lhsu@post.harvard.edu

[HED] Why Kids Should Learn to Fly

On a brisk December morning, about a thousand feet above the Pacific Ocean, two Robinson R44s circled a whale-watching vessel off the shore of Long Beach, California. I’m seated behind our nine-year-old who held the T-bar cyclic stick between his thumb and index finger as deftly as a joystick. 

“This is your main source of control and direction,” said his instructor, who started flying at the age of twelve. “Super smooth. Tiny tiny movements.” Holding onto the other end of the cyclic stick, he could take over if needed. 

Through my telephoto lens, I peeked into the other helicopter as it blazed by. Our twelve-year-old, Kyra, had the same look of brash confidence right before dropping into a gnarly snowboard cross course. Seated behind her, Thomas scowled in my direction. As the more risk-adverse parent in our family, he was not happy that I asked for the door to be removed from my side of the helicopter.

I waved at him just as Ethan tried to move the stick slowly towards his body, but instead of climbing, we rolled left on the longitudinal axis, spilling my limbs out of the helicopter. For a moment, I felt weightless. I forgot to breathe. 

Leaning against my five-point harness, I tried to see how far I could reach outside of the helicopter, not expecting the wind to rip my camera out of my hands. Thank God for neck straps.  

Through my lens, I spotted a fin whale exhaling, port side. The day before, the whole family including our one and four-year-old admired whales on the deck of the same catamaran, operated by Harbor Breeze Cruises in partnership with the Aquarium of the Pacific. We collected data for their Whale Photo ID Program and learned that the hook-like dorsal fin is characteristic of the second largest animal on the” planet. As I widened my shot, I could see four more fin whales underwater. Each weighed about seven buses and measured 60-80 feet in length, swimming a few feet away from 200 passengers. An hour ago, when I was in Ethan’s seat and Thomas was in Kyra’s seat, I was too excited piloting to appreciate the perspective flight offers. 

When Alex Chaunt, CEO and founder of Anthelion Helicopters, promised he could teach my husband, kids, and I how to fly in an hour, I thought he was joking. Chaunt grew up in Oxford, England, next to a U.S. Air Force base, which sparked his passion for aviation. He and his cofounder Nina are both commercial pilots who want to challenge the misperception that flying is too expensive or inaccessible. Ethan is the youngest person Anthelion has taught so far; however, there is no age limit, only the stipulation that you can reach the pedals.                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The future of aviation

Over Fourth of July weekend, there were 12,000 flights delayed or cancelled due to fewer connections, less frequencies, and weather disruptions. Airline executives and consulting firms fault pilot shortage as the problem due to furloughs and early retirements enacted during COVID, an aging workforce facing mandatory retirement at age 65, stringent flight hour requirements, and barriers to entry. The Air Line Pilots Association claims it’s airline executives who cut service based upon profitability of a route. Whatever the reason, no one can deny that the pilot pipeline needs to adapt, especially for rotary craft. Every year, more industries are using the versatility of helicopters in their operations: heli-skiing, firefighting, search and rescue, entertainment, tourism, and medical. Boeing estimated that by 2038 the world will need quadruple the workforce for helicopter pilots and double for fixed wing.  

In the May/June 2019, Rotorcraft Pro issue, Chaunt proposed solutions for lack of funding for helicopter training (which is double the cost of fixed wing), such as larger operations like Air Methods or Metro Aviation joint sponsoring scholarship, grants, or loans and investing in domestic students. Most helicopter flight schools prioritize foreign students over domestic because they “are here five days a week, pay for accommodations, pay upfront. It's way more lucrative than domestic pilots but that’s short sightedness in our industry.” 

The challenge with retention and attraction of helicopter pilots is that airlines offer better pay, career progression, and working conditions. American Airlines was the first to begin a Cadet Academy affiliated with independent flight schools in 2018.  United Airlines opened Aviate Academy in Dec 2021. In partnership with Chase, they provided $2.4 million in scholarships and offer incentives like covering the cost of earning a private pilot license (worth $17,750). 70% of their students are women or people of color. Alaska Airlines and Horizon Air launched Ascend Pilot Academy in March, awarding stipends up to $26,463. 

Meanwhile, the helicopter industry has a dearth of funding opportunities, and their career progression is such that pilots must work as a flight instructor for several years before they can begin to earn back the money they paid for their training. Chaunt says, “The will and the interest is always there. But the practicality is what we're struggling with. I can shout from the rooftops as much as I want and I have been for eight years, but I'm only a single voice. Young kids are the future generation. The industry will die without them. But if they can't afford to train, then how are we going to do it.”

The Air Line Pilots Association recommends providing role models to ensure minorities and women can see themselves as pilot workforce of the future. My daughters and I can relate to Kellee Edwards because as Asian American outdoor explorers we often have to navigate white-male dominated industries too. She became the first solo Black woman to host a Travel Channel Show, earn a pilot’s license and scuba diving certification. “Becoming a pilot gave me the power and autonomy over my adventures, travels and experiences. In this journey I’ve become aware that my becoming a pilot has inspired many people of all ages, genders and races, with an emphasis in black and brown communities to do so as well. Aviation has provided me with opportunities to collaborate with some of the largest brands in the travel and adventure space and I’m proud that I am able to share pilot life on mainstream platforms.” 

The benefits of introducing kids at a young age to flight

While Chaunt sparked Kyra and Ethan’s interest in helicopter flying in 2017, two years later, when Ethan was eleven and Kyra fourteen, they finally found an affordable way into flight through fixed wing programs at Truckee Tahoe Airport. The Experimental Aircraft Association’s Young Eagles program, which launched in 1992 as a way to introduce kids ages 8-17 to aviation by giving them a free flight, operates through 900 chapters mostly in the U.S. but in other countries too. 50,000 pilots have volunteered and flown nearly 2.3 million kids.

Our Chapter 1073 organizes a monthly pancake breakfast event where kids can ride experimental aircrafts built from a kit every second Saturday from 8-10am. The Young Eagles Coordinator that year was Tom Meadows, who grew up sitting in his father’s lap while he flew. He didn’t earn his private pilot license until age 45 along with his wife. Meadows has influenced many of the 1,841 Young Eagles he has flown over the past 28 years to pursue aviation careers. EAA estimates 25,000 current fixed-wing pilots under 45 entered their career through a Young Eagles experience. Aviation “opens people’s eyes to a freedom that we in the U.S. have that most other nations can’t even think of. The learning requirements include basic navigation, math, decision-making, weather Federal Aviation Regulations, physics, and discipline.”

Meadows clued us in on a May-September line crew internship with Truckee Tahoe Soaring Association, which has been running for about 20 years. About a dozen kids between the ages of 13-18 are accepted into the program. In exchange for fixed-wing flight instruction, they launch and recover gliders, and zip around on the airfield in a golf cart. Richard Pearl, a board member and former president of TTSA, says “We firmly believe that every participant grew in maturity by being in the program. We placed a lot of responsibility for safety on their shoulders, and virtually everyone responded to this trust.”

For the past two summers, Ethan, now fourteen, and Kyra, seventeen, have logged flight hours towards a solo flight in a glider. Their instructor, Larry Sutter, started flying in his senior year at high school. He didn’t tell his dad until he had to get a signature before soloing. “I went on to get my private pilot rating just before heading off to college. A few decades later my dad told me that he thought my earning a pilot rating as a kid was one of the best things I could have done. He said it helped me develop what he believed to be significant self-confidence and drive to achieve goals. Learning to fly is a real world, exciting application of the STEM disciplines, and provides more than can be accomplished in the classroom alone. Learning to fly also involves communication and teamwork, allowing kids to develop critical lifelong leadership skills, early thinking and focus on career direction - not just as pilots - but as scientists, mathematicians, engineers.”

The FAA allows a student to solo a glider at age 14 and earn his private pilot certificate at 16. One of Sutter’s students accomplished these feats then became a glider instructor before attending Stanford. After graduation, he worked for Google. Guess what he’s doing now? Flying for Sky West.

Unfortunately, there is no equivalent program for helicopters. In the meantime, thanks to innovators like Chaunt, he is building a new hanger that will house a full motion 4K helicopter simulator he designed with Platinum Simulators. He hopes to launch, by the end of the year, an interactive helicopter flight experience for kids, where he can either bring the simulator to schools or provide a space in his hanger for birthday parties. 



the flight instruction, ground instruction on rigging, de-rigging, handling, and movement of
sailplanes, launching and retrieving of gliders will culminate in a pilot’s license with a glider rating
from the FAA. It would be detrimental to our family, this community, and the future of aviation to
put TTSA out of business and kill the Youth STEM Aviation program. Not only would this mean, my
kids would NOT earn a pilot’s license because there are no equivalent programs in driving distance,
but also that means other kids in our area will not have this opportunity. Many of the instructors and
tow pilots live over 100 miles away and therefore a waiver should be considered for onsite housing
and parking overnight.
 
I’m also a freelance writer, photographer and editor. My work appears in National
Geographic, Alpinist, Backpacker, Conde Nast Traveler, Outside, Parents, Saveur, Smithsonian, Travel
+ Leisure, Vogue, Washington Post, and elsewhere. Attached is a draft of a story I’m working on for
Outside Magazine, about the shortage of pilots and how programs like TTSA are critical to solving
this crisis. I hope you will consider allowing them to be based here in Truckee airport. It’s one of the
main reasons why we are staying in this area.
 
With gratitude,
Leslie
Leslie Hsu Oh
Writer | Photographer | Editor
www.lesliehsuoh.com
lhsu@post.harvard.edu
Seven-time gold medalist and 5-time silver medalist in four consecutive annual NATJA awards
Read 2022 winner of two golds: adapted excerpt from forthcoming memoir and photos originally published in Feb
2021 Travel + Leisure
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